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South African sculptor and painter Stefan Blom was born in Kimberly in 1963. He 

studied graphic design at the Witwatersrand Technikon in Johannesburg. Blom 

began his career in advertising and currently lives and works in Cape Town. 

His current sculptures continue to channel his first-hand experience of the psychic 

wound inflicted by personal trauma into the more impersonal and largely unstable 

area of political and social forces. His works investigate how the victim and 

perpetrator are part of a continuum. Bound together as one entity in an eternal 

symbiosis, the human spirit is trapped. A nominee for the FNB Vita Art Now 

Awards in 1996, his work is shown mostly in European and American galleries 

and museums. Blom had his first solo exhibition in 1995 at the Karen McKerron 

Gallery in Johannesburg. 

His current sculptures have their early roots in the more personal pieces seen in 

his first solo show in 1995. There, bitumen dark, glazed figures, some wrapped in 

bandage strips, show the artist’s preoccupation with bondage and amputation 

suggestive of the shattered human spirit. Creatures have wings that cannot 

support the human body and arms that end in stumps or are forever trapped in 

fixed substances. A year later, in 1996, Blom exhibited two works at the 

Johannesburg BMW gallery. These were like 3-dimensional renditions of Francis 

Bacon’s paintings of suffering figures depicted writhing against deliberately 

incongruent and highly stylised design backgrounds. The earlier tar and paper-

finished sculptures of Blom’s first show morph into the ash-white, also at-risk 

figures in his 3rd solo exhibition at Hänel Gallery. 

In 2014, Blom exhibited an installation at the AVA gallery titled sweetie. Given the 

particular ethos of his work, it comes as no surprise that the earliest painting 

executed by the artist as a young man was of a female crucifixion. 

In Blom’s current sculptures, the rough finish that was his original trademark has 

undergone a transformation. The figures are perfectly finished. Surfaces are as 

slick and glossy as a 1950’s Cadillac. The sweetness of soft retro colours; baby 

blues, pinks and pale pistachio greens and silvers seem at odds with the 

seriousness of the subject matter. Yet this deliberate play creates an interesting 

tension through its incongruence. Unlike the product of transhumanism, the 

cyborg – a fictional being with both organic and biomechatronic parts – functions 

in an often superior way to humans. Blom’s sculptures suggest that the psychic 

damage has rendered them impotent and without agency. 

In January 2016, Blom was honoured to have one of the sculptures from the 

DShK series, Brynhildr acquired as part of the permanent collection of the Zeitz 

Museum of Contemporary Art Africa (MOCAA). 

 

 

 

Website stefanblom.co.za Ι bermancontemporary.com 

Instagram @stefan_blom123 

  

ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIO 
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Solo Exhibitions (7/14, full list available on demand) 

2017 a life story – Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg 

2015 DShK – Gallery Commune.1, Cape Town 

2014 sweetie – AVA Gallery, Cape Town 

2003 Dressed for Love – Hänel Gallery, Cape Town 

2003 Dressed for Love – Galerie Frank Hänel, Wiesbaden, Germany 

2001 In your face – Galerie Frank Hänel, Wiesbaden, Germany 

2000 Solo – Hänel Gallery, Cape Town 

  

Group Exhibitions (7/13. full list available on demand) 

2002 Joint Exhibition with AR Penck – Galerie Frank Hänel, Wiesbaden, Germany 

2000 Interactive Exhibition curated with Seamus Wilson and Martin van Niekerk, Hänel Gallery, Cape Town 

1999 Joint Exhibition – Hänel Gallery, Cape Town 

1999 TONTELDOOS with Martin van Niekerk – Bang the Gallery, Cape Town 

1999 Interactive 1999 with Stanley Hermans – Hänel Gallery, Cape Town 

1999 Cape Town Art Festival, Cape Town 

1999 Phlebo, Art Frankfurt ’99 – Frankfurt Art Fair, Frankfurt, Germany 

 

Collections 

Zeitz MOCAA Museum of Contemporary Art Africa, South Africa 

The District Six Museum, South Africa 

St George’s Cathedral, South Africa 

Private collections in South Africa, Europe, USA, Australia and Israel 

 

Commissions 

2013 An African Tale of the Mother City exhibition – IZIKO Museum of South Africa, Cape Town, South Africa 

2002 Glimpsing Hope – Marching for Peace, Cape Town, South Africa 

 

Publications 

2016 DShk – Stefan Blom by Lucinda Jolly and Simon Ofield-Kerr, Cape Town, South Africa 

2016 A secret language by Lucinda Jolly – Cape Times newspaper, Cape Town, South Africa 

2016 The Grey, Grey Horse: Collaborative Work by Stefan Daniel Blom by Stefan Blom, available online 

2015 Interview with Stefan Blom by Daniel Lingham – Sculptorvox/VOX 11, South Africa 

2015 DShk exhibition reviewed by Lucinda Jolly – Cape Times newspaper, Cape Town, South Africa 

2015 Stop the Stigma: PTSD Awareness Month, October 2015 by Stefan Blom, available online 

2015 A Nursery Rhyme by Stefan Blom, available online 

2015 DShk: Latest Exhibition by Stefan Blom, available online 

2015 Aust: Completed Work by Stefan Blom, available online 

2015 Study of a Head: Work in Progress by Stefan Blom, available online 

2015 The Following is a Critical Response to the Work of Stefan Blom by Stanley Hermans, available online 

 

Television 

2016 CNN interview for a documentary on the Zeitz MOCAA Museum of Contemporary Art Africa  

2003 ‘Kant en Klaar’ self-portrait video commissioned by SABC TV for Pasella 

1996 Profile on Kunskafee, SABC 

 

Projects 

2005  It’s About TIME – an exhibition marking the passage of time on the Greater Cederberg landscape, with John Parkington, 

Gwen van  Embden, Neil Rusch, Richard Mason and Sandra Prosalendis 

2004-10  Living Landscape Project – a community-based initiative by John Parkington, aimed at creating jobs by applying the results 

 of  many years of archaeological research 

ARTIST RESUME 
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A LIFE STORY 

2016 - 2017 

A Life Story, 2016  
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“To have another language is to possess a second soul” – Charlemagne 

  

Sculptor Stefan Blom has his own visual language and is as closed as a tight fist and as impenetrable as the sealed off hideaway in 

between the bedroom cupboard and the roof of his childhood home. He explains that he “cut a little lid in such a way that when you 

opened it, you could not see it”. There he could be without any disturbances.  

  

Blom is dyslexic, and the effects of dyslexia may have marked his psyche like his secret pictogram language tattooed on his forearm 

and run under the skin of his figure sculptures. At 8 years old he started drawing little symbols that described events “just to remind 

myself – because there was nowhere else I could tell a story”.  

  

Blom was extremely self-conscious of his “inability to write”. “It was quite painful for me. There was absolutely nothing I could do about 

it. Despite the fact that I was trying to learn more, it just wouldn’t get better. So, for every single event whether good or bad, I started 

making little symbols”.  

  

The dyslexia may have prevented Blom from writing a story, but later when he started combining the symbols that reminded him of 

creating things, or an emotion, he could record them as a drawing.  

 

Although Blom had always drawn and painted, he first started sculpting by carving into the dried woody roots of plants that grew in the 

veldt near his parent’s home, which suggested small figures and lizards.  

A Life Story, 2016 A Life Story, 2016 
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THE GREY GREY HORSE 

2016 

 

My heart is not here. I am there, and there. My heart is not here. I shall have a grey horse; I shall run away on that 

horse.  

  

‘the grey, grey horse’ forms the kinematic effigy of a horse. Its substantial structural armaments which elevates 

and holds the horse’s skull by bolstering and propping up its central shape and raising it, also forms a type 

construction situate in the otherwise pristine exhibition space by which the visual and cerebral experience of the 

equine statue starts with an appropriation, a suggestion for departure accompanied by the skull enhanced by 

virtual movement, while opening up a multitude of alternatives to the obvious narratives of static order and 

mortality. 

 

The Grey Grey Horse, 2016 
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The form, tilt and sweep of the body was fashioned accordingly to the narrow fringe between two wide spheres drawn nearly touching. 

Then forged from two mild steel bars joint one on top of the other by twenty, weigh distributive, stacked mild steel rectangles, while a 

further two merely connect the narrow tapering bars, becoming in essence four fronts (two on either side) completing the twenty-two, 

welded joinery and weightage system. Closer towards the counter levelled skull, these in addition to the bars being themselves 

progressively hollowed, allow for the considerable reduction of weight. 

 

The cable-feed, two expansion spring and one tension spring system, consisting of three parts of whom two are moving, sliding 

effortlessly from side to side, allowing through cable displacement the skull to turn left and right, linking the cables to the cable controls 

lying loose on the floor. The spring system has the character of three 7,5 cm. wide vertebrae, emerging in perfect proportion from 

underneath the skull. 

 

Although there was no need for maceration, largely because of its already weathered state, the left side of the found skull, however 

was severely damaged, exposing the large internal cavity by the parietal and temporal bone made eminently more so by the complete 

absence of both the coronoid process of the mandible, and the orbit defining the left eye socket. A large part of the protective upper 

frontal bone extending towards the intact incisive was missing as well, as were all but three of the teeth in its upper jaw. 

 

While retaining the important authenticity of the skull, its restoration and subsequent fuse with the steel body, an underlying fibreglass 

support structure and armature as base was constructed for the initially wet resin compound following. Eventually thickened and 

hardened it would be the main sculpting medium. 

  

Additionally to this, teeth were constructed and inserted into empty cavities, replacing those lost. They were then meticulously 

destructed to match the damaged, worn down appearance of the existing ones. 

 

Through an intensive process of elimination and subtraction, the rest of the restoration section was then carefully completed. Scrape 

and scratch marks made by tools and utensils were left as reminders where the hands and fingers alongside explored, marvelled and 

felt deep into the original chambers henceforth concealed passages and vents eventually pierced the thin, brittle bone exterior.  
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DShk 

‘Degryaryova-Shpagina Krrupnokaliberny’ 

2015 

Fly By Night Girl, 2015 

Fiberglass with polyester resin 

Size 105cm x  103cm x 8,5cm 
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These sculptures continue to channel his first-hand experience of psychic wounding inflicted by personal trauma, around themes of 

sexuality and gender into the more impersonal and largely unstable area of political and social forces. 

  

His work investigates the victim and perpetrator continuum bound together as one entity in an eternal symbiosis. His current sculptures 

may still show his concern with the dark side of sexuality and gender, but his modus operandi has as moved light years away from the 

drama of raw, cathartic blood-letting - ashy and scabby bandaged surfaces - that characterised his earlier work. 

  

In their place are the highly polished surfaces that have more in common with the slick ducco finish of a high-end sport car – not a 

speck of dust in sight. It’s the pornography of trauma in pastel shades. 

  

Apart from three figures, "Egress" and "The Orchestrator” which are both self-portraits and "Varaahi” a pig like creature with a blunted 

face, all the sculptures involve the manipulated, amputated female form as victim and conduit. 

  

The sculpture “Egress “could be interpreted as the portrait of the artist as a child. His little sputnik shaped body is armless, supported 

by the spindly legs of a tripod. His face is tattooed with the dark glyphs of Blom’s private symbolic language only known to him; his 

mouth is plugged closed with a perforated nozzle. Speech is not Blom’s natural metier. The capsule of his body is crowded with 

warring toy soldiers. We catch a glimpse of them through the sputniks fogged walls. 

  

Ironically “Egress”, which means to leave a place, will never move from its fixed base. From a steel pipe in the child’s middle some 

unseen vital essence will continue to drip into a drain in the base of the sculpture carrying the words “exit only” from. 

  

If Blom were a creature he would be a pale gecko, gentle and extremely sensitive, so transparent you could see his inner organs and 

hyper vigilant looking at the world through the palest of glass green eyes. 
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An aust, meticulously polished and reduced to Modernist, Modigliani-style oval features fused with a geometric hind structure, 

appears subdued in muted colours. While emphasising both the outward and inward surfaces, it becomes the study of a mask, the 

only identifiable object amid concealment and reluctant disclosure. The asymmetrical mouth in a distortive and static grin, is that of 

a iconographical fixed character insinuating unease, while reducing it to silence. 

A type of hieroglyphic emulated script transcribes the visual portraiture into the literal forms of logographic and alphabetic 

elements, thus completing it. 

Aust, 2015 

Fyberglass with polyester resion as the plastic matrix, mild steel 

Size 30 x 19 x 23cm 

AUST 

2015 
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NURSERY RHYME  

2015 

A nursery rhyme, 2015 

Oil on canvas  

Size 145cm x 75cm 
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THE FOLLOWING IS A CRITICAL RESPONSE TO THE WORK OF STEFAN BLOM 

By artist Stanley Hermans, 2015 

 

Stefan Blom oeuvre is not very easy to imbibe, let alone review. It is neither reassuring nor particularly comforting. There is no solace 

here. There is not a whole lot of prettiness, although there is considerable beauty of expression in his forthright and uncompromising 

clarity of vision . 

Blom makes a point of not telling or showing his audience what he knows they did really like to hear. He thwarts the search for 

answers and promises no solutions or panaceas. In declining commenting on his works he takes no responsibility for how the work 

ought to be understood, suggesting instead that the viewer who chooses to engage is fully responsible for own responses. This does 

much to encourage the viewer to healthy self-assertion. 

Humanity stripped bare is not necessarily humanity denied, and humanity in bondage is not necessarily about too little freedom. It is 

possible that his journey through his distortive re-inventions of the human form constitutes a search without reason, point, beginning or 

end, culminating always in further searching, within, without and between artist and viewer, public self and private self, self and other. 

It is my feeling that rather than seek a confidence with the viewer Blom would prefer that the viewer construct a confidence with own 

self. We are exorted to claim our own issues as our own, as he claims his as his own. There is a kindness and generosity of spirit in 

this that will go over the heads of invulnerable viewers. Their loss. 

It is certainly brave and courageous work, since it reflects upon the personal consequences of a time that many in this country, and the 

world, would much rather forget. Will the artist himself ever forget? Only future works will tell. Will the artist ever heal? Blom suggests 

that this may not be our problem or our concern, although we are invited to observe his journey as we are encouraged to explore our 

own different ways of forgetting, forgiving and healing, for and by ourselves. 

Blom find a friendly and supportive context in the discourses of contemporary conceptual art that animate the world market. Here Blom 

deals with universal issues central to our ever dynamic, ever evolving and never static exploration of the human condition such as we 

live, celebrate or suffer it in our lives and times. 

Finally, there is great inspiration to be found in the work of an artist who takes the fullest possible responsibility for himself and the 

events that have formed his life, in a country where culpability is denied before it is dealt with. 
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Berman Contemporary is rooted in the growing understanding of the cultural 

richness and diversity of South African contemporary art. The gallery’s collection 

centres on a vibrant group of artists living and working in South Africa. 

 

Through studio visits, the gallery establishes connections to artists from all walks 

of life whose unique artistic processes celebrate their historical and cultural 

heritage and give voice to their complex societal realities, evoking an active and 

interpretative experience for the viewer. 

 

Berman Contemporary was established to promote the work created by these 

local artists. The gallery further aims to establish a synergistic network between 

South African artists and their global contemporaries, many of whom evidently 

want to engage with the current South African art scene – not only as observers, 

but as active analysts, experimenters and contributors within this context and with 

this specific audience in mind.  
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